I AM A
SONGWRITER
A D O C U M E N TA R Y S E R I E S
THE BIGGEST HITS IN MUSIC ARE WRITTEN BY PEOPLE YOU’VE NEVER HEARD OF

I AM A SONGWRITER

MUSIC ARTISTS

WOULD BE NOTHING
WITHOUT THEIR SONGS

LOGLINE
I am a songwriter introduces you to the world
behind the hit revealing the harsh reality of an all too
familiar American story where the creatives of music
are underrepresented and underpaid while major
corporations and tech giants take the lions share of
the profit.

I AM A SONGWRITER

SYNOPSIS
I am a songwriter brings you on a journey inside the world of creating a hit through a diverse crew of working
songwriters at different stages in their career all while pulling back the curtain on the music business and
revealing the issues that are keeping songwriters from a fair piece of the royalty pie. Nothing is off limits as
we gain a full access pass to the inner workings of how a song comes to be and how the creative geniuses
that write these hits are left to fend for themselves while the artists, labels and tech giants gain most, if not
all, the recognition and profit. We show the human side of these creatives’ lives who have to deal with the
trauma of the industry which comes in many forms, not just financially, but mentally and emotionally. In a
business where hits are everything there’s still no grammy award for songwriter of the year while the artist
and producer get to enjoy that category at the awards show. How can a song be written if not for the
songwriter?
Not only will we be in the studio watching some of the best songwriters and producers work their magic but
we will look through history and learn about how songwriters have been kept from thriving since 1909 when
congress set the rates at which songwriters can be paid. Songwriters are finally saying enough is enough. We
follow these trailblazing activists that are at the forefront of making big changes in the industry as they fight
the system. We will hear from experts, executives as well as music publishers who will weigh in on the current
climate of music and we will also meet all the players who were integral in moving the needle in 2018 when
they worked to lobby congress to bring streaming rates into the 21st century when congress passed the
Music Modernization Act. This victory was short lived as the streaming giants are contesting the bill in court.
There is much more fight to be had with them and our songwriters are bringing it right to their doorsteps with
protests and marches.
Songwriting is at the precipice of disaster. The artform is losing its creative geniuses who can’t continue to
stay afloat with the way things are. Tech companies are gobbling up the artform and selling the scraps to
consumers and it’s up to the songwriters to take back what they deserve; respect, credit and a fair piece of

STILLS FROM THE FILM

THE VIBE
The doc will blend multiple filmmaking styles which will engage the viewer from start to finish.
We will use a verité style as we experience life with our songwriters both inside the studio and
out. Multiple cameras will allow for stylistic cutting and keeping the film moving. The film will
also utilize interviews with the songwriters, executives, experts, publishers and other creatives
who will illuminate the systemic problems of the past 100 years. We will recreate historical
issues that songwriters faced using satirical reenactments and will use animation to illustrate
the intricacies of the pay structure and other factoids that can sometimes be difficult to digest
even for the songwriters themselves. Our goal is that the viewers gain knowledge all while being
immensely entertained. The artistic nature of this doc will match the creative genius of the
songwriters, and of course it goes without saying that the soundtrack to the doc will be next
level.
Our main players in the doc are Blush, a mother and songwriter who balances taking care of her
10 year old son with autism and writing hit songs for huge artists such as Demi Levoto, Meghan
Trainor, Chris Brown, Kelly Rowland, Rick Ross. Her songs have streamed over 1 billion times
yet she hasn’t been able to recoup a 50k dollar advance from 2019.
Then there is outspoken activist and songwriter Tiffany Red who won a grammy award for her
work on Jennifer Hudson’s R&B album of the year. While celebrating her inaugural Grammy win,
she simultaneously overdrew her bank account buying the grammy certificates for her parents.
She’s also written songs for Zendaya, Sabrina Carpenter, Jason Derulo and more. She has since
created an advocacy group for songwriters called The 100 Percenters where she focuses on
bringing to light disparities in the songwriting space.
Next is Kennedi Lykken, a 24 year old songwriter from a town of 1000 people in Minnesota. She
was diagnosed with Synesthesia, a perceptual phenomenon where you can literally see music.
She has penned songs for Ariana Grande, Dua Lipa and the Jonas brothers to name a few. After
experiencing the pitfalls of being a songwriter she co-founded a group called Poor Fucking
Songwriter where she educates and advocates for fair pay for songwriters worldwide.
These are just a few of the songwriter stories that we will follow. We will also hear from
managers, executives and heads of Publishing organizations such as David Isrealite, the
President and CEO of the National Music Publishers' Association and Michelle Lewis, Executive
Director of the Songwriters of North America. The full list of talent is long and can be provided
upon request.
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THE TEAM
AARON KATTER
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GARY BLAKE

DIRECTOR/ EXECUTIVE PRODUCER

DIRECTOR/ EXECUTIVE PRODUCER

Aaron has been working as a director, editor and producer for over 12 years in the film and TV
space. His directorial film debut V.R. had its world premiere in selection at the Cannes film festival
and was distributed internationally. Besides narrative and documentary film Aaron directs and edits
music videos, branded and commercial content. He is currently in development with MGM on a
competition songwriting show and a scripted series with Torridon films (Bladerunner 2049) and The
Hal Lieberman Company (Terminator 3, Vacancy). attached to produce.

Gary is a videographer and editor with 15 years of professional experience in video production and
documentary filmmaking. He has delivered dynamic and engaging commercial content for Nike,
Facebook, Humane Society International, and more. Alongside Executive Producer Judd Apatow, he
produced and edited the powerful 2020 documentary film, Voices of Parkland. He continues to develop
projects with a focus on meaningful stories that entertain and inspire.

DAN OMELIO
EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
Daniel Omelio, professionally known by his stage name “Robopop” is a 3x Grammy nominated
producer and songwriter based in Los Angeles. He has been apart of #1 records with artists such
as Maroon 5 (“Payphone”), Lana Del Rey (“Video Games”), Gym Class Heroes (“Stereo Hearts”),
Weezer (“Hero”) and Lady A (“Compass”). He has also been apart of records for Jason Mraz, Little
Mix, Britney Spears, Nick Jonas, Charli XCX, Andy Grammer and Keith Urban.

MARCLO
EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
MarcLo is a 4x Grammy Nominated Producer/Songwriter/Artist and part of the production team The
Monsters&Strangerz. He has penned and produced hit records for Maroon 5, Justin Bieber, Ellie
Goulding, Nick Jonas and more. In 2018 he wrote and produced the biggest radio record of the year
“The Middle” for Zedd and Maren Morris which held the #1 position at radio for 7+ weeks. MarcLo is
currently the Vice President of the LA Chapter for the Recording Academy and continues to advocate
for songwriters and creators across the entertainment industry.

BLUSH
MARIA T. LYONS
PRODUCER
Maria Lyons is the co-founder of Pendustrry, a songwriter representation company and Stellium
Mgmt., an independent artist development and management group. Within each company she
focuses on both domestic and global music markets where her clients have written songs for and
worked with multiple music artists from new acts to superstar artists and groups. She is currently
developing music related TV shows and content to further showcase the influence music has in
almost every part of our world.
In 2021, she joined the Senior Advisory Board of the non-profit organization The 100 Percenters,
founded by Tiffany Red, in an effort to support Red, her client who is a board member, Rosemarie
Tan, and the 100 team. Through her work with the organization, Lyons continues to advocate for
songwriters, producers and artists and collaborates with Red and Team 100 on multiple initiatives
to bring about lasting change that is long overdue in the music industry.

TIFFANY RED
PRODUCER
Tiffany's first song as a professional songwriter was Jennifer Hudson’s self-titled album, which
landed Tiffany her first Grammy. Since then, she has written hits for Zendaya, Jason Derulo, NCT,
Cassie and more. An artist in her own right, she released her first EP in 2018 titled “Drake” and has
since released six EPs with “Dear Hollywood” being her most recent body of work. In July 2020, Red
founded The 100 Percenters, a 501(c)(3) organization, after going viral for speaking out about how
poorly she was paid while penning one of K-Pop group NCT’s biggest hits, “Boss”. She created the
organization in order to support BIPOC and other marginalized music creatives in an effort to address
everything from outdated publishing contracts to poor streaming wages and much more. Red has
become the face of a growing movement challenging the system, creating initiatives to institute real
change for the treatment of songwriters and to make things fair and equitable for all music creatives.

PRODUCER
Blush is an American Emmy Award winning, multi-platinum selling singer/songwriter hailing from
Pittsburgh, PA by way of Meridian, MS. Since the tinder age of 19, Blush has been gracing albums
worldwide with her limitless talent and crafting hit songs with her ability to also bring out the best in her
fellow creatives and the artists she works with.Through her work, she has collectively sold millions of
records working with award winning artists such as Demi Lovato, Sabrina Carpenter, Ari Lennox, Chris
Brown, Meghan Trainor, Macy Gray, Paula Abdul, K.Michelle and many more.

KENNEDI LYKKEN
PRODUCER
Kennedi is a Grammy Award winning songwriter, producer and artist signed to Warner Chappell. At 18,
she moved to LA from Spicer, MN, a small city with a population of just over 1,200 people and has
since written songs that have amassed millions of streams and sales globally. Her discography
includes Dua Lipa’s “Boys Will Be Boys” as well as Ariana Grande’s “Fake Smile” Regard and RAYE's
Top 10 single "Secrets". Her list of collaborators include Kesha, Maroon 5, Britney Spears, Snoop
Dogg, Jessie J, Bebe Rexha, Becky G, Murda Beatz, D’Mile, among others.

ROSEMARIE TAN
PRODUCER
Rosemarie is a platinum-selling singer/songwriter from Los Angeles. As part of the songwriting trio
BWB (the Better Writers Bureau), she struck platinum at 20, co-writing Danity Kane’s millions-moving
smash “Damaged”. Since then, she has written with a wide range of artists from the Internet’s front
woman, Syd, Dom Kennedy, gospel singers Bri Babineaux and Hollyn, K-pop R&B stylist BoA, Atlanta
hotshot Demo Taped and many others.Today, Rose’s efforts to move the needle in the music industry
go far beyond the studio. As a board member for the songwriter advocacy group The 100 Percenters,
Rose and a group of successful young creatives use their platforms to amplify the voices of
marginalized groups and those in undervalued artistic roles, seeking to end arcane and unfulfillable
contractual clauses for songwriters while mobilizing their resources to democratize access to
opportunities and education within the moneyed halls of the record business.
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FUNDING
We are seeking a consortium of like-minded
funders to complete the production of I am a
songwriter. Our ideal funding structure brings
together collaborators of all kinds - Corporate,
foundational and individual - in a combined
effort to share the stories of songwriters and
their plight.
We encourage everyone who feels as strongly
as we do about these courageous trailblazing
artists to participate in bringing this story to
audiences everywhere. Contact us with
inquiries regarding donation and/or investment
opportunities.

CONTACT
MARIA T. LYONS

MARIA@THE100PERCENTERS.COM

AARON KATTER
AARONKATTER@GMAIL.COM
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WHY
There has never been a more pressing time to
speak out against the unfair treatment of artists
and this is our chance to set the story straight.
For far too long songwriters have suffered at
the hands of corporate greed and government
control. From streaming platforms paying a
fraction of a penny per stream to a copyright
royalty board that decides what royalty rates
songwriters can earn to being uncredited and
unrecognized by their own industry for their
work, things are only getting worse for the
songwriter. This is a true American underdog
story unfolding in real time and it needs to be
told so that a more equitable future can exist
for the next generation of artists.

BE THE CHANGE YOU WANT TO SEE IN THE WORLD

IN

A S S O C I AT I O N

WITH:

